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What are Cornell notes?

- an organized method of keeping notes that can be used in all courses
- allows students to retain more information
- easier to study and prepare for tests

What are the different parts of
Cornell notes?

- Cornell notes contain 3 different parts, with an option 4th section
in some subjects
- Notes
- keep your daily notes in this section as they are given to
you in class, using abbreviations if possible
- can also place worked examples and homework here
- use your notes to come up with Questions / Main Ideas
- Questions / Main Ideas
- construct questions here that come from your notes
- also can be main ideas, definitions, formulas, example
question, etc.
- these can be given by teacher on constructed on your own
- Summary / Connections
- summarize your notes at the end of each set of notes
- make any connections to previous lessons as well as
past understandings and knowledge
- Tool Box (optional)
- an area to place equations, formulas, diagram, etc. related
to the day's lesson
- this can be done at the very beginning of the lesson
- usually only used in math

How are Cornell notes used
each day?

- take notes in class on anything written on the board or overhead or
anything you may read in your text
- at the end of the lesson write down questions or main ideas in side margin
- at the end of the class take a few moments to write a summary of the day
- as you approach the day of a quiz or test, or even everyday, review your
notes by covering up the right hand Notes section and testing yourself
using the the questions or other prompts in the left hand Questions /
Main Ideas
- uncover the right margin to see how you have done

Summary / Connections:
Cornell notes are an organized method of taking notes using 3 different sections. By organizing your notes in this
way I will become better able to prepare for quizzes and tests.
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